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PREFACE

1. The first GAP report on ONP

1
,

which was discussed and approved by SOGT in
April 1988, described the aims and scope of ONP and provided a general
framework for more detailed work. The work programme proposed for the
development of the ONP included study of the access to :
Leased Lines under ONP
Public Data Networks under ONP
ISDN under ONP

2. SOGT decided that GAP should continue the work on ONP, initially addressing
leased lines.
3. During their meeting of 30th June in Luxembourg the Council of Ministers for
Telecommunications
confrrmed
the
major
policy
goals
in
the
Telecommunications policr, including:
"Rapid definition by Council directives, of technical conditions, usage
conditions and tariff principles for Open Network Provision, starting with
harmonized conditions for the use of Leased Lines...".
4. This report by GAP further develops common principles regarding the general
conditions for the provision of leased lines under ONP by Telecommunications
Administrations in the Community, in accordance with the mandate given by
the Senior Officials Group for Telecommunications (SOG-T).

1Report by the Analysis and Forecasting Group (GAP) on Open Network Provision (ONP) in the
Community, Brussels, January 20, 1988.
2council Resolution of 30 June 1988 on the development of the Common Market for Telecommunications
Services and Equipment up to 1992 (88/C 257/01)
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The content of this report is based on a large number of contributions from a
variety of sources, including the following :
- Documents provided by GAP members through Member States' Delegations
- Communications from the European Commission, in particular the Green Paper
and the subsequent document on implementing the Green Paper4 •

3

- The recent resolution of the Council of Ministers in Luxembourg, June 1988
- Presentations by user organisations expressing their views on ONP and Leased
Lines. GAP organised forums with user representative organisations on June 9th
and November 8th, 1988.
- The input· of external experts under contract with DGXIII of the European
Commission.

This report is divided into the following main parts :
Sections 1 and 2 consider the scope of ONP Leased Lines
Sections 3 and 4 describe the types of Leased Lines to be offered under ONP
and the technical interfaces appropriate to this provision.
Sections 5 and 6 describe the supply and usage conditions.
Section 7 considers the tariff principles to be applied.
Included in the annexes is a list of GAP Members and of other participants in GAP
work.
In all sections the text leads to a number of "Proposed Positions": the text provides
the rationale for the proposals in the report.

3

4

r owards a Oynami c European Economy : Green Paper on the Development of the COI'IIOOn Market for
Telecommunications Services and Equipment COM (87) 290 final 30 June 1987
Implementing the Green Paper on the Development of the COI'IIIlOn Market for Telecommunications Service
and Equipment (COM) 88 48, february 1988.
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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Open Network Provision (ONP) was first defined in the Green Paper on the
Development of the Common Market for Telecommunications Services and
Equipment, which stated :
"... the Community will have to develop common principles regarding the
general conditions for the provision of the network infrastructure by the
Telecommunications Administrations to users and competitive service
providers, in particular for trans-frontier service provision".
This concept has been endorsed as one of the major objectives of
telecommunications policy
in the Community by
the . Council of
Telecommunications Ministers at the meeting of 30th June 1988.
The Senior Officials Group in Telecommunications (SOGT) issued a mandate to its
sub-group GAP to develop a framework for ONP which resulted in the first report
approved by SOGT in April 1988. GAP was then requested to work out further
proposals for ONP initially addressing leased lines.
Although the study of leased lines has proved to be very complex, and a number of
issues will require further study, GAP considers that this is the appropriate time to
present the results of its work to SOGT.
ONP arrangements for leased lines represent a defmed and guaranteed set of
conditions which will apply to all users on a Community-wide basis. The ONP
concept applies both to national and international Leased Lines. ONP Leased Lines
are defined in terms of the technical, supply and usage conditions and tariff
principles that apply to their provision. Other types of leased line (ie types with
other technical, supply and usage conditions and tariffs principles) may be offered
to users, including a continuation of the existing offerings.
The proposals in this GAP report apply initially to point-to-point permanent fixed
destination leased lines (ie lines that start and end at network termination points
on customers premises and are available to the user 24 hours a day). The
availability of a defined set of ONP leased lines should be guaranteed Communitywide.
These are:
- ordinary quality, voice bandwidth leased lines
- special quality, voice bandwidth leased lines
- 64 kbit/s (nominal bit rate) digital leased lines
- 2 Mbit/s (nominal bit rate) digital leased lines.
General satisfaction with the existing technical standards for leased lines allows
the use of existing interfaces wherever possible. However, where necessary, ETSI
should be requested to provide full definition of the technical standards involved. .
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The supply conditions proposed by GAP are not defined in detaiL These conditions,
in accordance with user organisation views expressed at user forums, should be
detailed through the contractual relationship between the TAs and the users. It is
however important that supply conditions should be published and should be
harmonised where possible and appropriate. Telecommunications Administrations
should endeavour to further such harmonisation (e.g. through CEPT).
Usage conditions should only be applied to the extent that they are necessary to
prevent the provision of network infrastructure and reserved services through ONP
Leased Lines. Where usage conditions are necessary these should be enforced by
regulatory means and not via technical restrictions.
With regard to tariffs GAP has restricted

its~lf

to a limited set of basic principles.

The guiding principle for tariffing ONP leased lines is that tariffs should be
oriented towards cost. Moreover, tariffs should be composed of a limited number of
elements to achieve a structure which is readily understandable by users. Access
charges may be levied (on an optional basis) where leased line interconnection with
a public network is allowed.
In the preparation of this report GAP has noted the views of users as expressed at
two user forums. These views have been discussed in GAP and, where it is
considered possible, these have been incorporated in the text.
Although this GAP report does not cover all issues regarding ONP Leased Lines
completely, it is considered that these proposals can constitute a first, but
important step, towards the harmonisation of the provision and usage of Leased
Lines and therefore to the development of pan-European value added services.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background
In the CEC document : "Towards a dynamic European Economy : Green Paper
on the Development of the Common Market for Telecommunications Services
and Equipment", it is stated that :
~ .. the Community will have to develop common principles regarding the
general conditions for the provision of the network infrastructure by the
Telecommunications Administrations to users and competitive setvice
providers, in particular for trans-frontier setvice provision~ 5

This concept is known as Open Network Provision.
The Green Paper defines the development of the conditions for Open Network
Provision (ONP) as a progressive and participatory process i~ the following
terms:
"Clear defmition by Community Directive of general requirements imposed by
Telecomntunications Administrations on providers of competitive setvices for
use of the network, inCluding definitions ·regarding network infrastructure
provision.
This must include clear interconnect and access obligations by
Telecomntunications Administrations for trans-frontier setvice providers tn
order to prevent Treaty infringements.
Consensus ntust be achieved on standards, frequencies, and tariff principles,
in order to agree on the general conditions imposed for setvice provision on
the co1npetitive sector. Details of this Directive on Open Network Provision
(ONP) should be prepared in consultation with the Member States, the
Telecomntunications Ad.Jninistrations and the other parties concerned, in the
fralnework of the Senior Officials Group on Telecommunications (SOG- T)."

In the communication COM(48)88 on the Implementation of the Green Paper,
the Commission made the following statement on the progressive opening of
telecommunications services market to competition from 1989 onwards:
"Opening must ensure free (unrestricted) provision of non-resetved setvices
within Member States (in competition with Telecommunications
Adntinistrations ), for own use, shared use, or provision to third parties, subject
to fair conditions of access, and the lifting of restrictions on use and
interconnection where they exist. " 6

5 Green Paper, Chapter VI, Section 4.2.3
6 COM{88)48, Section IV, Part 1, {ii)
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Moreover, this document also stresses that the definition of details for Open
Network Provision (ONP) has been recognised generally as central to the
future functioning of a competitive market.
Subsequently, the Council of Ministers adopted in the Council Resolution of 30
1une 1988 the following major policy goal :
"Creating progressively an open, common market for telecommunications
services, particularly for value-added services. Due account must be taken of
the competition rules of the Treaty. Rapid defmition, by Council directives, of
technical conditions, usage conditions and tariff principles for Open Network
Provision, starting with harmonized conditions for the use of leased lines, is of
crucial ilnportance and closely linked with the creation of an open common
market for non-reserved telecommunications services. " 7
1.2 Scope

This report contains specific proposals for the application of Open Network
Provision to Leased Lines. The Open Network Provision concept has been
developed according to the trilogy defined in the first GAP report 8 and will
address the following :
- technical interfaces
- usage conditions
- tariff principles.
These will typically be "interlinked" and may differ from the equivalent
conditions for existing offerings.
In addition, some principles for supply conditions have also been considered in
order to achieve the appropriate degree of harmonisation at the Community
level.

7

8

Council Resolution of 30 June 1988 on the development of the Common Market for telecommunications
services and equipments up to 1992

Report by the 11 Analysis and Forecasting Group11 (GAP) on Open Network Provision (ONP) in the
Community, January 20, 1988
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1.3 General Considerations
Because ONP is one of a number of proposed action lines in the Green Paper,
it is essential that an efficient coordination with the other positions in the
Green Paper is ensured.
Amongst the most important of these positions are :
- a general agreement in the Member States on the need to safeguard the
financial viability of the Telecommunications Administrations, in order to
enable them to comply with their public seiVice mandate
- the recognition of the fact that telecommunications tariffs should follow
overall cost trends and that a certain amount of rebalancing of tariffs will
be inevitable, as far as compatible with public seiVice goals
- the need to avoid cream-skimming in the period while tariffs are being
rebalanced,
- the need to ensure fair competition between T As and Private SeiVice
Operators (PSOs) in the market for non-reseiVed seiVices,
- consistent with the above the need to remove unnecessary restrictions in the
use of Leased Lines for the purpose of establishing an open market for the
provision of non-reseiVed seiVices.
1.4 Implementation and Priorities
This report presents the basic priorities (type of Leased Lines, geographical
scope, etc) for the implementation of ONP for Leased Lines. No fiXed time
schedule for this implementation is proposed at this stage. However, the
present situation in the Member States with regard to the different aspects (e.g.
technical interfaces, usage conditions, tariff principles) should be taken into
account.
The proposals set out in this report provide a starting point for the
introduction of ONP Leased Lines. A transition period for the full
implementation of ONP for Leased Lines is considered appropriate. The time
plan for such a transition period requires further study.
In addition, conditions for ONP Leased Lines are likely to evolve with
technological progress, the evolution of telecommunication regulations, and
market demand. It should therefore be anticipated that, in the short and
medium term, regular reviews of the ONP conditions should be made to ensure
that they reflect the current status.
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1.5 Provision of ONP Leased Lines
The ONP conditions detailed in this report are designed to represent a
Community-wide guaranteed. specified set of harmonised offerings to users 9.
These ONP conditions should, as far as possible, be common across all member
states, thereby users of ONP Leased Lines throughout Europe will have a
common range of basic offerings from which to construct networks.
However, ONP Leased Lines are not meant to represent the only offerings of
leased lines by the Telecommunications Administrations. It is anticipated that
in line with market demands and technological capability, other types of
leased lines 10 will be offered to users, including a continuation of the existing
Leased Line offerings.
1.6 Structure of the ONP Proposals on Leased Lines
This report contains specific proposals for the application of Open Network
Provision to Leased Lines.
·
The proposals have been grouped under 6 main headings as follows:- General Conditions
- Range of applicable Leased Lines
- Technical Interfaces
Supply Conditions
- Usage Conditions
- Tariff Principles
The "General Conditions" section contains proposals that are generally
applicable to ONP, detailed in the specific form in which they will apply to
ONP Leased Lines. The proposals in the remaining sections are specific to
ONP Leased Lines.

9
10

The term 11 user 11 refers both to providers of non-reserved services and to end-users
ie types with other technical interfaces, usage and supply conditions, and tariff principles
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2.

General Conditions

2.1 Provision of ONP Leased Lines and Boundaries of ONP Re&Wation
This section presents the general conditions for the provision of ONP Leased
Lines.
Leased Lines are considered an integral part of the network infrastructure and
as such are classified as part of the reserved area.
Taking into account that users will be allowed to provide non-reserved services
via Leased Lines, specific conditions (eg regarding certain technical
interconnection specifications) relating to the provision of such services via
Leased Lines should be included under ONP as far as harmonisation at the
Community level is appropriate and provided that these specific conditions do
not impair the provision of non-reserved services and are in compliance with
the EEC Treaty provisions.(Refer to figure 2.1.). Further consideration should
be given to this topic.
Therefore, the following position is proposed :
Proposed Position 1
The conditions that apply to ONP Leased Lines have been limited, at this
stage, to those that apply between the Telecommunications Administration (as
the service provider) and the User (as the service recipient). The term user
refers to providers of non-reserved services and to end users.
However, Private Service Operators (PSOs) using ONP Leased Lines for the
provision of non-reserved services might be requested to respect certain
internationally

agreed

standards

(regarding

technical

interconnection

specifications and interoperabllity requirements where justified) in order to
enhance the openess of the environment and the user's choice.

NTP

Customer Premises

EQUIPMENT

(eg PSO)

USER

I

I

I

I

I

I

ONP conditions apply

ONP LEASED LINE

EQUIPMENT

USER
(eg PSO)

~----------------------------

Customer Premises

NTP

FIGURE 2.1

Thle laeue ahould be topic of further consideration.

Certain rulea may apply to a PSO(eg compliance with certain European or International etandarda).

··---------------------------·

•

. - -.. -... -..... -- ---- -----·- .. --. ---

BOUNDARIES OF ONP REGULATION

I

I

C'\
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2.2 National and International scope of ONP Leased Lines
In introducing ONP, the Green Paper recognises that it must have an intraCommunity dimension.
The Green Paper emphasises this point when it states that one of the (three)
essential changes required for the development of a competitive common
market is : 11

"...Acceptance of clear interconnect and access obligations
by the Telecommunications Administrations for trans-

frontier service providers within the Community."
Both the Green Paper and the subsequent follow up document, 12 identify the
need for equivalent provision both of national and intra-Community services
to stimulate the development of pan-European non-reserved services.
Proposed Position 2
ONP conditions for Leased Lines should apply both to:
o

international, intra-Community leased lines; and

o

national leased lines

The extension of the ONP concept to extra-Community leased lines should be
/

sub.iect to consideration in a later phase.

In order to permit PSOs to develop services that are unhindered by country
boundaries, and to ensure that the presence (or absence) of such a boundary
does not unnecessarily influence the technical and operational provision of a
-service, a target is to make all the conditions 13 that apply to ONP national
leased lines and international intra-Community leased lines as similar as
possible 14 •

11

Green Paper, Chapter VI, Section 6

12 COM(88) 48, dated February 1988; entitled "Iq>lementing the Green Paper on the development of the
Common Market for Telecommunications services and equipment••, Section IV, Part 1, (v)
13
14

ie technical interfaces, supply and usage conditions and tariff principles
Note that the conditions referred to are the condition as seen by the user of the ONP Leased
Line. The cont~actual conditions that apply between two (or more) Telecommunications
Administrations involved in providing an international leased line are outside the scope of
ONP, other than requiring that such conditions nlJSt not prevent the Telecommunications
Administrations from meeting the ONP requirements at the customer interfaces (NTPs)
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The TAs should in principle make every endeavour to give equal priority to
the implementation of both national and international ONP Leased Lines.
However it is recognised that in a number of cases the intra-Community ONP
Leased Lines are likely to be implemented prior to the national ONP Leased
Lines because more time may be needed for TAs to adapt existing national
circuits, in particular with regard to technical interfaces, to ONP conditions.
2.3 Availability of ONP
In line with the Green Paper, ONP conditions are aimed primarily at the
promotion of Europe-wide non-reserved services. However, ONP should not be
dedicated solely to the needs of PSOs, but should be available to all users
without discrimination.

Proposed Position 3

ONP Leased Lines should be offered, without discrimination, to all potential
users (ie to PSOs and to end-users)

2.4 Provision of ONP Leased Lines : a guaranteed Community-wide harmonised set
ONP, in the words of the follow-up communication to the Green Paper 17, is
intended to provide the "clear Community-wide definition of general
requirements imposed by TAs on providers of competitive services for use of
the network."

Proposed Position 4

ONP conditions for leased lines represent a guaranteed, specified and
harmonised set which will be available to users Community-wide, in response to
a reasonable demand.

17 COMC88)48, dated February 1988, entitled "Implementing the Green Paper on the development of the
Conmon Market for Teleconmunications services and equipment"
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2.5 SUlmlY of ONP Leased Lines and non-ONP Leased Lines
Recognising that there are a considerable number of Leased Lines in existence
within the Community at present, 15 and that new types of leased lines may
appear, ONP and non-ONP Leased Lines may be expected to coexist.
Proposed Position S

Leased Lines may also be offered to users under other conditions compatible
with competition rules, in addition to the provision of ONP Leased Lines.
This will mean that ONP Leased Lines will be offered under a new set of
conditions whilst non-ONP Leased Lines may continue to be offered under
other conditions compatible with competition rules. However it should be
recognised that some of these conditions may be similar or, in some cases,
identical.

In the longer term, assuming that ONP achieves its basic aim of more "open"
access to the network infrastructure of the Telecommunications
Administrations, it is likely that there will be a gradual convergence of ONP
and non-ONP conditions for Leased Lines.

15 A recently produced GAP document (GAP 309) shows in excess of 1.6 million national Leased Lines
and 13,000 international,intra-Community, Leased Lines
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2.6 Ap~licability of ONP conditions to Telecommunications Administrations when
they are ~roviding non-reserved services

Under the terms of the Green Paper, 16 both Telecommunications
Administrations and PSOs are allowed to provide all non-reserved services.
Generally these services will use the transport capability of the network or
will be built "on top of the reserved services". TAs may offer non-reserved
services either via joint ventures or subsidiaries, or directly in competition
with PSOs.
Proposed Position 6

In order to ensure fair competltlo11, when TAs are providing non-reserved
services via joint ventures or subsidiaries over O:N"P Leased Lines, the same
ONP conditions should apply equally to TAs as to other users. When the TAs
are provlcltng ngn-reserved services directly it will be necessary to maintain
fair competition and ensure that ao UBdue advantages are created for these
operations.

16 Green Paper .p roposa l s, pos1t1on
• •

c
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3.

The application of ONP to a range of Leased Lines

3.1 ONP Leased Line Category
Proposed Position 7
ONP conditions apply initially only to the following category _of Leased
Lines:Point to Point, permanent 18 faxed destination leased
lines ie lines that start and end at Network Termination
Points (NTPs)

19

on customer premises and which have

no on-demand switching (i.e. no call processing) 20 •
Recognising that the bulk of Leased Lines that currently exist in the
Community are of the point to point type, it is proposed that in order to limit
the scope of ONP for the introductory phase, only this type is included.
For completeness, the following list identifies the major categories of Leased
, Lines that are not included in the initial phase of introduction of ONP:- leased lines which are provided for a period of less than the agreed
minimum contractual period (temporary circuits)
- leased lines which are provided for periods less than 24 hours/day (parttime circuits)
- leased lines which have more than two NTPs (eg multidrop circuits,
multipoint circuits)

18 The word 11 permanent 11 will be defined in terms of the contractual period. It refers to Leased Line
which are available to the user on a 24 hours daily basis
19

Network J[enmination ~oint is defined as the boundary point on the customers premises at which
the customer equipment is connected to the network

20

The term 11 on-demand switching 11 refers to a customer's ability to route a connection, on a demand
basis, through a public switched network. The reference to 11 on·demand switching" is to
differentiate switched connections from leased lines in which the destination and capacity (of
the leased line) are fixed.
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- leased lines which only provide direct access to public networks (eg "remote"
or "distant" exchange connections) 21
- (permanent) virtual circuits 22 .

Some or all of these (and other 23 ) categories of Leased Lines may be included
under ONP in a later phase of introduction.

21 These types of lines are considered to be service specific and thus it is proposed that they be
dealt with under future phases of ONP when the specific services are addressed.
22 Virtual circuits are also service specific, ie different technical, operational and tariffing
conditions apply to virtual circuits provided by the packet switched service and by the ISDN.
They will, therefore, be dealt with under future phases of ONP.
23 An example is the provision of Leased Lines with enhanced features, which are made possible by
the use of new technology (eg Digital Cross Connect ~ystem-OCS)

C••to••r Premlaea
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3.2 Types of ONP Leased Lines
Pn,posed Position 8
ONP conditions are mandatory 24 for the following four types of Leased Lines
("Mandatory types") :
(a)

Ordinary quality, voice bandwidth leased lines 25

(b)

Special quality, voice bandwidth leased lines 25

(c)

64 kbit/s (nominal bit rate 26 ) digital leased lines 25

(d)

2 Mbit/s (nominal bit rate 27) digital leased lines 25

This list is designed to include types of Leased Line which are most commonly
in use within the Community at present, along with those types that are likely
to emerge as the most common when the widespread introduction of digital
networks is achieved. (According to a recent GAP survey reported in document
GAP 309, telephony type leased lines represent about 80 % of all national
leased lines and about 70 % of all international leased lines).
For the provision of these lines different media and different types of
equipment (e.g. terrestrial, satellite, optical fibre, ... ) can be used.
It is recognised that not all Telecommunications Administrations currently
provide all the types of Leased Lines in the above list on a national basis, nor
that all types are available between all countries internationally. Therefore it
will be necessary in the introductory period of ONP to allow a phased
introduction of some types (in particular 64 kbit/s and 2 Mbit/s).

24

"Mandatory" provision of these types of ONP Leased Lines means that Telec01111l.Jnication
Administrations must make reasonable provisions to meet the reasonable demand from users,
nationally and internationally, and ensure that (as far as possible) provision targets are met

25 Refer to figure 4.1

26 Nominal 11 bit rate includes circuits where the Telecoomunications Administration utilises a small
proportion of the available bandwith for network supervision/signalling (ie in this instance
it includes 48kbit/s, 56 kbit/s and 64 kbit/s where these are the maximum bit rates available
for use by the user.)

27

Refer to draft CEPT Rec.T/TE 04-12 where 2Mbit/s signals with 3 different frame structures are
identified. The Administrations may choose to offer any of the data formats defined in
accordance with customer demand.
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Proposed Position 9

Should there be a proven commercial demand within the Community for digital
leased lines (as per Proposed Position 7) at bit rates extending up to 565
Mbit/s, other than those

which are required to be offered on a mandatory

basis (64kbit/s ··and 2Mbit/s as per Proposed Position 8) then a review of the
existing ONP range should be undertaken to extend the mandatory types of
Leased Lines offered under ONP conditions. In the long term a wide range of
ONP leased lines should become available to users across all of the Community
Member States.

It is recognised that TAs who are providing digital leased circuits at bit rates
up to 565 Mbit/s other than those which are required to be offered on a
mandatory basis should endeavour to offer these circuits with similar
conditions to ONP if there proves to be ~genuine commercial demand.
The availability of these leased lines with similar conditions to ONP Leased
Lines apply separately at national and international level (i.e. types that are
only available nationally need only have national ONP equivalents and those
available internationally need only have international ONP equivalents).
Thereby, Telecommunications Administrations are not forced to implement
new network capabilities, but in the longer term a wide range of ONP Leased
Lines should become available to users across all of the Community member
states.
In the light of technological progress and market demand, future ONP
conditions may incorporate changes to the list of mandatory types.
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4.

ONP Leased Line Technical Interfaces and Performance Characteristics

4.1

Use of national and international standards

Proposed Position 10

Wherever possible, ONP

Leased

Lines should adopt existing technical

standards. Where appropriate, NETs or internationally agreed standards should
be used. Where international standards are not available or are not adequate,
and where a significant demand arises for such a standard, then ETSI should
be requested to develop a common technical standard. In the interim period
national standards may be used provisionally. In the case of national standards
or

when

options

chosen

from

international

standards

may

create

incompatibility problems then ETSI may be requested to carry out further
work to ensure full compatibility of the user/network technical interface
standards.

4.1.1

ONP Leased Line Technical Interfaces
Recognising the above, interfaces for ONP Leased Lines should where possible
be identical to non-ONP leased lines.
For the Mandatory types of ONP Leased Lines, the following interface
standards at the NTP should be adopted:-

(a)

Ordinary quality, voice bandwidth leased lines :
- 2 or 4 wire analogue
Recommendation Ml040

(b)

presentation,

as

described

m

CCITI

Special quality, voice bandwidth leased lines :
- 2 or 4 wire analogue presentation, as described in CCITI
Recommendation M 1020 and CCITI Recommendation M 1025
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(c)

64 kbit/s (nominal bit rate) digital leased lines:
- CCITT Recommendation 0.703/X.21/X.21(bis) 28

(d)

2 Mbit/s (nominal bit rate) digital leased lines:
- CCITI Recommendation G.703/X.21/X.21(bis) 28
It is recognized that in certain Member States other standards (e.g. V.24,
V.35) are used for the time being.

4.1.2

ONP Leased Line Technical Performance
For the Mandatory types of ONP Leased Lines, the following performance
standards at the NTP should be adopted:-

(a)

Ordinary quality, voice bandwidth leased lines :
- for national circuits :
analogue circuits - existing national standards apply
digital circuits- CCITT Recommendation 0.712 (4 wire
interface), 0.713 (2 wire interface) modified in each case by local
line characteristics
- for international (ie intra Community) circuits:
analogue circuits - CCITT Recommendation M.l040
digital circuits- CCITI Recommendation G.712 (4 wire
interface), 0.713 (2 wire interface) modified in each case by local
line characteristics

(b)

Special quality, voice bandwidth leased lines :
- for national circuits- existing national standards apply
- for international (intra Community) circuits- either CCITI
Recommendation M.l020 or CCITI Recommendation M.l025 shall
apply

28 At present Administrations offer interfaces based on X.21/ X.21 (bis) and/or G703 interfaces to
their leased line customers. These interfaces should continue to be offered by the
Administrations. ETSI may be requested to develop harmonised technical standards in accordance
with G703 and X.21 and should consider the implications of migrating to one particular
interface in the context of ONP.
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(c)

64 kbit/s (nominal bit rate) digital leased lines:
- Relevant CCITI G.800 series Recommendations (e.g.G.821)
apply

(d)

shall

2 Mbit/s (nominal bit rate) unstructured digital leased lines:
- Relevant CCIIT G.800 series Recommendations (e.g.G.821) shall
apply
The interface and performance specifications for mandatory ONP Leased
Lines are summarised in figure 4.1, which should be read in conjunction with
figure 4.2. Ideally and for clear arrangements, the technical interface
standards and the performance standards must apply at the NTP.

a. 703/X.21/X.21(bla)

recommendations

Relevant 0.800 aerlea

recommendations

Relevant 0.800 aerlea

National standards or
M.1020/M.1026

M.1040(analogue),G. 712
or 0.713(dlgltal)modlfled
by local line characterlatlca

National standards or

SPECIFICATION

PERFORMANCE

FIGURE 4.1

ONP LEASED LINES

INTERFACE & PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MANDATORY

2 Mblt/a digital

64 kblt/a digital

G. 703/X.21/X.21(bla)/V .35

2 or 4 wire analogue

Special quail ty voice

bandwidth

2 or 4 wire analogue

SPECIFICATION

INTERFACE

Ordinary quail ty voice
bandwidth

TYPE

ONP LEASED LINE

I

•

~

USER

X.21/X.21(bla)/Q.703

X.21/X.21(bla)/Q.708

FIGURE 4.2

M.1040

EQUIPMENT

M.1040

RELEVANT G.800 SERIES

NTP

I

I

......,.

M.1020/M.1026

NTP

I

......
I

USER

M.1020/M.10 2 5

EQUIPMENT

-J

I

I

ONP LEASED LINE

(ahowlng a range of possible Interface and performance atandarda)

EXAMPLE OF AN ONP LEASED LINE CONFIGURATION

'

'

~
.....
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4.2 Publication of ONP Leased Line Technical Standards
In order to ensure that users and potential users are fully aware of the
technical characteristics of ONP Leased Lines :
Proposed Position 11

Technical interface and performance criteria of all ONP Leased Lines should
be fully dclincd nnd published by the Telecommunications Admlnlstntlons.

4.3 Technical Responsibility
Proposed Position 12

r-·
j

The TAs are responsible for the performance criteria that applies to the

j

individual ONP Leased Line from NTP to NTP (both in customers premises).

l'
The user is responsible for the end-to-end service performance of his network
which may comprise one or more ONP Leased Lines.

Where setvices are offered using a combination of ONP Leased Lines and
Switched Public Setvices users should endeavour to ensure that satisfactory
end-to-end performance objectives ( eg internationally agreed standards) are
met.
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5 • ONP Leased Line Suuply Conditions

5.1 Ordering Procedure
At present, potential users are faced with the need to order leased lines in a
different manner from each of the Telecommunications Administrations in the
Community.
In order that unnecessary differences between the ordering procedures of
different Telecommunications Administrations be reduced, it is proposed
that:Proposed Position 13

The Telecommunications Administrations should endeavour to formulate, in
consultation with users, and adopt a common ordering procedure for ONP
Leased Lines throughout the Community.

This ordering procedure should ensure that, as far as possible, there is
commonality across the Telecommunications Administrations for the
following:- the information that has to be supplied by both the user and the TA
- the format in which this information is to be presented
At present, users wishing to order an international leased line between one
member country and another usually have to place separate orders with the
two Telecommunications Administrations involved. Similarly, tariff payments
have to be made separately to each Telecommunications Administrations.
Proposed Position 14

The Telecommunications Administrations should endeavour to formulate a ONE
STOP SHOPPING procedure (to include ONE STOP BILLING if requested by
the customer) for the supply of intra Community ONP Leased Lines.
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It is suggested that as a minimum such a procedure would cover:-

pre ordering information supply
- ordering procedure
- implementation information
- payment and refund arrangements
- operations procedures
- maintenance procedures
The precise definition of a ONE STOP SHOPPING procedure is 'currently
under investigation by CEPT.
5.2 Circuit Provision
It is anticipated that implementation of ONP will improve the general
standard of provision and maintenance of leased lines within the Community.
Proposed Position 15

Telecommunications Administrations should endeavour to expedite the delivery
of Leased Lines through the implementation of the ONP concept.

5.3 Publication and Harmonisation of Supply Conditions
Recognising that :
- for the purposes of planning and implementation of their networks, users
need to be aware of the conditions under which ONP Leased Lines are to be
offered by the Telecommunications Administrations;
- at present the supply conditions for existing leased lines vary considerably
throughout the Community; and
the provision of pan-European value added services are likely to benefit
from harmonisation of these conditions where such harmonisation is possible
and appropriate;
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then it is proposed that for ONP Leased Lines, ·the Telecommunications
Administrations should
- publish the appropriate supply conditions
and
- endeavour,inter alia through CEPT, to develop a set of minimum,
harmonised conditions.
This requirement should cover the following items for ONP Leased Lines:
- delivery periods
- contractual periods
- repair times
- refund policies.

Proposed Position 16

Telecommunications Administrations should fully define and publish the supply
conditions for ONP Leased Lines. For each type of ONP Leased Line this
should include information on target delivery periods, contractual periods,
target repair times and the refund policy.

Proposed Position 17

Telecommunications Administrations should endeavour, inter alia through
CEPT, to agree a harmonised set of supply conditions for ONP Leased Lines,
within a given time frame •

•
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With reference to such conditions, the following provisional proposals are
suggested:
a.

Tar~et

Maximum Delivezy Period

In order to permit users to undertake network planning activities for
their networks, it may be necessary for users to be advised of the
expected delivery times for individual ONP Leased Lines.

Upon receipt of a written request from a potential user, the
relevant 29 Telecommunications Administration should, within a stated
maximum time, endeavour to submit a firm delivery period for an
ONP Leused Line.
The duration of the validity of this delivery period should be
specified.
In a variety of cases the potential user may wish to request
commencement of service of an ONP Leased Line on a specific date.
Therefore:The Telecommunications Administration and the potential user may
mutually agree on the delivery date, in which case, target maximum
delivery period~ do not apply.
Target maximum delivery periods apply for ONP Leased Lines. They
can vary for different types of leased line and depend on geographical
conditions.
The delivery period starts on the day that the contract is signed.
For international Leased Lines, the number of working days
mentioned may be more difficult to achieve than for national Leased
Lines.

•

29 Th
~· .
.
. t h.1s context, w1ll
.
e re l evant aumln1Strat1on,
1n
normally be one of the aaninistratfons who
provides one or more of the NTPs.
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It is anticipated that in certain circumstances, and on a case by case
basis, Telecommunications Administrations may not be able to achieve
the proposed target figures, typically for reasons outside of their
direct control.
h.

ONP Leased Line Minimum Contractual Period

TAs should publish the minimum contractual periods that apply to
each type of ONP Leased Line.
c.

ONP Leased Line Target Repair Time

In order to ensure a guarantee of service availability, the target rsmair
time should be specified for an ONP Leased Line. The target repair
time should incorporate both the "call-out time" and the time to restore
the circuit to normal operation.
TAs should endeavour to reduce the leased line repair times through
the implementation of ONP.
The following definitions apply:·
• A "Fault" is defined as a circuit failing to meet its stated
performance characteristics.
- "Repair Time" is the period of time from the fault l?eing ftrst
obsetved by the TA or reported by the user to the nominated
contact point of the TA to the time when the circuit is restored to
normal operation.

Proposed Position 18

For ONP Leased Lines, the target repair times which are published
should specify the number of hours which may depend on the day of
the week and the time of day. Other repair times may be mutually
agreed between the Telecommunications Administration and the user,
in accordance with the maintenance contract.
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It is anticipated that in certain circumstances, and on a case by case
basis, Telecommunications Administrations will not be able to achieve
the proposed target figures, typically for reasons outside of their
direct control.
d.

Rental Charge Refunds
In the event that an ONP Leased Line develops a fault, and is
therefore unavailable for use, the user should be offered a refund of
part of his Periodic Rental.
This refund should not be considered as the Telecommunications
Administration accepting "liability", and therefore should not reflect
the "value" of the circuit to the user. Instead it should relate directly
to the rental for the period of time for which the ONP Leased Line is
unavailable for service by the user.
The CCITT D 1 Recommendation may provide adequate guidelines
until CEPT has developed a refund scheme which achieves the
appropriate degree of harmonisation at the Community level.

5.4 Availability of Statistics
In order to ensure that best endeavours are employed by the TAs to meet the
target figures, it is considered appropriate to request the TAs to make
available, on an annual basis, statistics regarding the supply and maintenance
of ONP Leased Lines.

Proposed Position 19
On an annual basis, TAs should make available upon request statistics
regarding:
• the delivery period of each type of ONP Leased Line over the last 12 months
including the average delivery period and the percentages which have been
delivered within the Target Maximum Delivery Period or by the agreed
delivery date;
- the percentage of faults that have been repaired on each type of ONP
Leased Line within the specified target times over the last 12 months.
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5.5 Operations and Maintenance
In order to expedite the repair of faults on ONP Leased Lines, and in order
for users to be aware of the fault clearing procedures being adopted by a
Telecommunications Administration, users should be given a single point of
contact within a Telecommunications Administration for fault reporting and
for fault clearance. In addition, Telecommunications Administrations are
encouraged to adopt an appropriate fault progressing system.
In the longer term, Telecommunications Administrations sho~ld, where possible
and where appropriate, offer users additional on-line access to network
m:aintenance and diagnostic (network management) facilities to allow users to
interrogate network facilities in order to assess the status of an ONP Leased
Line.

_,.

•
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6.

Usage Conditipns

6.1

General Considerations

,I

For many years the supply and usage conditions that have applied to leased
lines have bee.n based on the assumption that the subscriber is the end user i.e.
is not himself offering services to third parties. The result is that at present in
certain Member States the existing usage conditions generally do not envisage
the usage by the customer of the Leased Lines for the offering of non-reselVed
service.
In order to promote the development of the competitive provision of nonreserved services via leased lines, in particular value added services, it is
required that unnecessary restrictions on usage conditions. are removed.
However, recognising the need to safeguard the financial viability of theTAs
in order to comply with their public service mandate, it is proposed that a
minimum defined set of conditions continue to apply to PSOs and end users
(as developed from the Green Paper), i.e.:
- PSOs and end users are not allowed to provide or operate network
infrastructure
- PSOs can offer all services to their users except those that are reserved 30 •
It is recognised that some Member States may apply more liberal conditions
than is stated above.
6.2 Network Configurations
In line with the Green Paper, recognising the need to safeguard the financial
viability of the T As in order to comply with their public service mandate, it
may be necessary to adopt certain restrictions, on the conveyance of certain
services over particular network configurations. 31 Such restrictions are dealt
with in Paragraph 6.3.
Hitherto these restrictions have largely been enforced by technical restrictions,
imposed by the Telecommunications Administrations, for example on
interconnection between customer equipment and public services. These
technical restrictions differ greatly from country to country.
These restrictions would be inappropriate for PSOs who are providing nonreserved services to third parties.

30 "h
.
.
. not yet establ1shed.
.
• at constitutes
a reserved serv1ce
1s
31 f
.
. .
.
or examp l e a proh'b'
1 1t1on
o f t he prov1s1on
o f votce
telephony service to the general public

•
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Proposed Position 20

l
6.3

The usage conditions for ONP Leased Lines should not be Imposed via
technical restrictions but via regulatory means.
Usa~:e

Restrictions

Proposed Position 21

'

.. .. .....-------------------~---------------------------.

No usage restriction_s should be applied when ONP Leased IJnes are used for
the provision of non-reserved services.
The only regulatory restrictions which could be applied to ONP Leased Lines
are:
• Sub-leasing 32 to other parties of part or the whole of the transmission
capacity of an ONP Leased Line is not allowed. This does not exclude the
possibility of the offering by Telecommunications Administrations of shared
use 32 between customers who are party to the contract with the TA for the
ONP Leased Line
• No ONP Leased Line may be used to convey reserved services, except where
Member States allow the provisions of these services under certain
conditions.

32 11 Sub-leasing 11 is CCEPT definition) :
- Where an Administration's customer sublets his leased circuit to other parties without
modification
· Where an Administration's customer sublets multiplexed or residual transmission capacity to
other parties.
"Shared use" is (CEPT definition)
· The collective use by different users of telecommunications transmission facilities, whether
physical sharing, in particular by the multiplexing of channels, or by dynamic allocation
of capacity according to the needs of the users.

by
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Pn•1,osed Position 22

Any ON P Leased Line can be connected to other leased lines or to public
switched netwcu·ks, in any connguration for the provision of non-reserved
services and subject to ONP conditions.

6.4 Type Approval of Terminal E<Juinment
Proposed Position 23

TAs may require that the terminal equipment connected to an ONP Leased
Line be type approved, in accordance with the relevant national and
Community legislation.
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7.

ONP Leased Line Tariff Principles

7.1

Principles of Tariff Setting
The tariff principles for ONP Leased Lines should be based on a number of
guidelines. The tariff principles dealt with in this chapter are not intended to
harmonise the absolute level of tariffs for ONP Leased Lines. The guidelines
are as follows:- the tariffs should be cost oriented; that is they should reflect the costs
incurred by the Telecommunications Administrations in providing (and
n1aintaining) the service. The public service obligations of the
Telecommunications Administrations is a factor for consideration in
determining costs. Different methods for the allocation o~ costs may be
applied at the national level.
- the implementation of cost-oriented tariffs in the. Community will be a
gradual process. The present imbalance of tariffs in the public switched
telephone network do not allow for an abrupt introduction of cost-oriented
tariffing for leased lines without seriously endangering the financial
viability of some of the TAs. While such imbalances remain it may be
appropriate to permit access charges when an ONP Leased Line is connected
to the public switched network. Such access charges will need to remain in
line with the general competition rules of the EEC. They will need to be
reviewed in the light of progress in achieving overall cost-orientation by
.
1992 33

.. in order to have a tariff structure which is readily understandable by users,
tariffs should be based on common principles which apply to all types of
ONP Leased Lines
- the tariffs should be independent of the type of service application for the
·
same type of leased line
- tariffs should be applied to all customers in a non discriminatory manner
- as far as possible, the same tariff principles should apply for national and
international ONP Leased Lines
- tariffs should be published.

33

COH(88)48, Section IV, Part I <iv)
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7.2. Tariff Elements
Pn,posed flosition 24
The tariiTs for ONJl Leased Lines should be cost oriented. TaritTs may contain
the following clements:o Initial Connection Charge (optional)

o Periodic Rental Charge
o Access Charge (optional)
Periodic rental charges may depend on the duration of the contract agreed
with the users.
The possibility of the application of other tarUT elements (such as usage
sensitive tariffs) for ONP Leased Lines as weD as for part-time circuits and
leased lines with enhanced features made possible by new technologies like
DCS 34 requires further studv.

The Initial Connection Charge and the Periodic Rental Charge should both be
based on:
- the type of ONP Leased Line (ie its technical interface, performance
characteristics and transmission capacity); and
- the "length" of the ONP Leased Line. The length measurement may not be a
single distance, but may include a number of elements corresponding to the
lengths of individual parts of the overall ONP Leased Line (ie local and
trunk
sections)
Specific requirements of the customer (e.g. special maintenance requirements)
may involve additional tariffs.
For national lines the tariff applies from NTP to NTP (both on customer
premises) for each individual ONP Leased Line.

34

o· · c

s

DCS : __ 191tal __ ross Connect _ystem
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For international circuits, half circuit tariffs (i.e. measured from an NTP to a·
hypothetical n1id-circuit point) may be applied

7.3 Initial Connection Charge
The Initial Connection Charge is required to cover the one off costs incurred
by the Telecommunications Administration in providing an ONP Leased Line.
These cost elements should generally cover only the cost of making the
connections to provide the ONP Leased Line; that is the averaged
administrative and technical costs required to provide the type of ONP Leased
Line re<.tucstcd. Costs incurred by the Telecommunications Administration for
infrastructure should not be included in the Initial Connection Charge 35 since
these latter costs should not be the responsibility of any one s~gle customer,
hut sh(>uld be shared by all customers, including the users of ONP Leased
Lines. 36
Therefore, in order to avoid unacceptable discrepancies in the initial
connection charges of the Member States :

35 An appropriate analogy is as follows : Assume that a user currently has a leased line, but that
he decides that he no longer requires it and it is disconnected by the TelecCIIIIIU'lications
Administration. However, the following day the user requests that it be restored and therefore
the TelecORIIU1ications Adninistration incurs costs in reconnecting the circuit (but does not
incur costs for the infrastructure (cables, equipment, etc.) since .that aust already be
present) Thus it is possible to identify two costs, a connection cost and an investment cost.
For ONP leased Lines, the initial Connection Charge should, generally, only reflect the
Connection Cost
36

A position of the Green Paper (see Chapter VI, Section 4.3.3.) is the acceptance of the retention
of the TeleccxrfftUnications Adnfnistrations monopol tes for network infrastructure and reserved
services on the need to protect the •• ••• massive investment in network infrastructure ••• •. A
corollary to this is that most of the Telecommunications Administrations have a responsibility
to offer Wliversal service and as part of this responsibility is the need to invest in
infrastructure per se, and therefore the cost of this investment should not be passed to an
individual customer.
In specific instances when extra cost for equipment is incurred which cannot be shared amongst
customers, some of this additional cost uy be passed on to the individual customer.

-36Proposed Position 25

The Initial Connection Charge should be generally based on the average

mn

incurred by the Telecommunications Administration in making the Leased Une
connection. The harmonisation at the European level of the principles for
determining initial connection charges should be subject to further study.

.

7.4 Periodic Rental Char~:e
As it is recognised that :
- the infrastructure on which ONP Leased Lines are constructed is largely the
infrastructure dedicated to the provision of the telephony service; and
- in general charges for the telephony service should be cost oriented 37
- leased lines can, in a number of instances, be considered as an "alternative"
to a public switched network
it may be appropriate to establish some link between the Periodic Rental
charges for ONP Leased Lines and tariffs for the telephony service.
Therefore:-

Proposed Position 26
ONP Leased Line Periodic Rental Charges should :
• as far as possible be cost-oriented.
- be related to bandwidth relative to telephony equivalent of 3.1 kHz for voice
bandwidth circuits or 64 kbit/s for digital drcults.
Furthermore they might correspond to a value chosen within a suggested range
of equivalent minutes of usage of the telephone network if this is compatible
with cost-orientation.

37

Recognising that the telephony service accounts for 80·90 X of the revenue~ for
Telec01111111icationa Achiniatrattorw and therefore the overall mill of the Telec~lcatfona
Ac:tnfnfstrattons . .t largely be recovered through the revenues fr011 the telephony aervtce
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7.5 Access Charees
In view of the fact that in a number of Member States tariffs require a
further degree of rebalancing in order to be cost-oriented, access charges may
be required. In the future, when PSTN tariffs have become closer to costorientation, access charges may no longer be required.
Recognising that
- users will have unrestricted access to network subscribers through public
switched networks such access charges would be related to the cost of
providing the public network as a whole, to which the ONP leased line
provides access
- the contribution that should be made by a user of an ONP Leased Line to
the development and operating costs relating to the provision of the public
network when interconnection is permitted
- the balance of traffic on a switched network may be significantly altered
by individual large users (for example a PSO) shifting traffic from leased
·
lines to a switched network
then:-

Proposed Position 27

For permitting interconnection with the public switched ·network access
charges may be applied where they are related to cost, and they may also be
applied while taritT imbalances remain in the public switched network. Any
I

access charges to be applied will be limited to a maximum.

When an access charge is being applied it should be related to the degree of
imbalance between the local and long distance tariffs in the public switched
network of the Member. States involved. Such an access charge could be based
on a flat rate or on the volume of traffic going into or coming from the
public switched network.

•

When a Member State wishes to offer, in addition, ONP Leased Lines for the
provision of services which are currently reserved, an access charge (possibly
based on usage) may be applied, which depends on the infrastructure cost
involved.

"

~:-:
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7.6 Bulk Provision Charges
Where there are savings in provtston costs to the· Telecommunications
Administrations for bulk provision of ONP Leased Lines to a single
customer, 38 then discounts reflecting this element of cost reduction should be
introduced in the tariffs applied to this customer.

._,.

.
38 T . ll
. would also have to be on a single site
yptca y this
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7 Bld. R. Rolland
~·92128 MONTROUGE Cedex

B. ROUXEVILLE

France Telecom
Tel. 33.1.45646849
Tlx. 200773
DAII/SAI
Immeuble Perisud
Fax. 33.1.46545379
7 Bld. R. Rolland
F·92128 MONTROUGE Cedex

A. VALLEE

Tel. 33.1.45645743
France Telecom
Th. 205863
DG/SPES
Fax. 33.1.46541892
Immeuble Perisud
7 Bld. R. Rolland
F·92128 MONTROUGE Cedex

T. CALLENDER

Telecom Eireann
Marlborough Street
IR·DUBLIN

J.P. FIELD

Dept. of Communications
Scotch House
Hawkins Street
IR·DUBLIN2

Tel.
Ext.

B.A. KERNAN

Telecom Eireann
St. Stephens Green
IR·DUBLIN

Tel.

Istituto Superiore P.T.
Viale Europa 190
1·00144 ROME

Tel.

A. CARDONE

STET
Corso d'Italia 41
00198 ROME

Tel. 39.6.8589413
Tlx. 610006
Fax. 39.6.8589614

F.SAVI

SIP
Via Flaminia 189
00196 ROME

Tel.

Administration des P et T
Avenue Monterey Sa
L·2020 LUXEMBOURG

Tel.

Administration des P et T
Avenue Monterey 8a
L·2020 LUXEMBOURG

Tel. 352.4765218
Tlx. 3450
Fax. 352.475110

G.BELLONI

C. DONDELINGER

M. NICOLAI

353.1.786740
31369
Fax. 353.1.728421

Tel.

. Th.

353.1.718211
103
Th. 93736
Fax. 353.1.792934
353.1.714444
31369
Fax. 353.1.780788

Tlx.

39.6.54602271
616228
Fax. 39.6.5410904

Tlx.

39.6.36882255
610467
Fax. 39.6.36882615

Tlx.

352.4765303
3450
Fax. 352.475110

Th.

A. SCHWALL

J.STRECKE

Greece

Ministerium fiir das Post
und Fernmeldewesen
Postfach 8001
D-5300 BONN 1

Tel.

49.228.142740
8861101
Fax. 49.228.148872

Tlx.

Tel.

49.228.142041
8861101
Fax. 49.228.148872

Tlx.

Th.AVGERIS

99 Kiflsias Street
Amarousio
GR-15124 ATHENS

Tel.
Tlx.

30.1.6117761
219797

A. GELBOURAS

99 Kifisias Street
Amarousio
GR-15124 ATHENS

Tel.

30.1.6117761
219797

Chr. KALATZIS

A.KOKKOTAS

99 Kif"ISias Street
Amarousio
GR-15124 ATHENS

Tlx.
Tel.

'Tlx.

30.1.6117761
219797

99 Kifisias Street
Amarousio
GR-15124ATHENS

Tel.

99 Kffisias Street
Amarousio
GR-15124 ATHENS

Tel.

Greek Representation
Avenue de Cortenberg 71
B-1040 BRUSSELS

Tel.

R.DESADABA

Telefonica de Espana
Beatriz de Bobadilla
Nr.3- 7 pta
E-28040 MADRID

Tel. 34.1.2333984
Tlx. 42404
Fax. 34.1.2531455

P.MARTIN

DGT
CCP Chamartin
E-28070 MADRID

Tel.
Ext.

C. MENENDEZ

Ministerio de Transportes
Turismo y Communicaciones
Castellana 119 - 6
E-28000 MADRID

P. YANNACOPOULOS

E.SPITHAS

Spain

Ministerium fiir das Post
und Fernmeldewesen
Postfach 8001
D-5300 BONN 1

Tlx.

Tlx.

30.1.6117761
219797
30.1.6117761
219797

32.2.7358085
23603
Fax. 32.2.7355979

Tlx.

34.1.7335500
21589
Tlx. 44100
Fax. 34.1. 7333684
Tel.

34.1.4116899

Tlx. 44100
Fax. 34.1.7333684
-

.

The
Netherlands

Th. BRUINS

PIT

Tel.

P.O. Box 30000
NL-2500 GA DEN HAAG
H. EIKELENBOOM

PTT

Tel.

31.70.434368
33023
Fax. 31.70.432108

P.O. Box 30000
NL-2500 GA DEN HAAG

nx.

F.LUNKAMP

Ministerie van
Economische Zaken
P.O. Box 20101
NL-2500 EC DEN HAAG

Tel.

C.STEENDAM

PTT

Tel.

F. VANDAM

P.MELO

31.70.432808
31.70.432040
Fax. 31.70.432040

Ministerie van Verkeer
en Waterstaat
Nijverheidstraat 2
NL-RIJSWUK

c:I1r

.

Av. Fontes P.Melo 40,4
P-1089 LISBOA Codex
A. NUNES DEPINA

31.70.797401
31099
Fax. 31.70.796879

nx.

nx.

P.O. Box 30000
2500 GA DEN HAAG

Portugal

31.70.433868
'31111
Fax. 31.70.4333293

nx.

0

CIT
Av. Fontes P.Melo 40,4°
P-1089 LISBOA Codex

Tel.

351.1.540020

Ext. 21414
Tlx. 65711
Fax. 351.1.572474
Tel.

351.1.540020

Ext. 21406
Th. 65711
Fax. 351.1.572474

UnitedKingdom

Tel.

44.1.2151627

OFfEL
Holborn Viaduct
UK-LONDON

Tlx.

K.D.A. FRASER

D.T.I.
66-74 Victoria Street
UK-LONDON SW1E 6SW

Tel. 44.1.2158161
Tlx. 936069
Fax. 44.1.9317194

P.MACKIE

BRITISH TELECOM
81 Newgate Street
UK-LONDON EC

Tel.

44.1.3565107

D. NICHOLAS

TMA/TUA
336 Strand
UK-LONDON WC2R 1HB

Tel.

44.1.4380450

M.DOIG

Fax.

Fax. 44.1.4381695

.

..:

C. RAFFERTY

MERCURY
90LongAcre
UK-LONDON WC2E 9NP

A.'IHOMAS

D.T.I.
66-74 Victoria Street
Room 533, TP3
UK-LONDON SW1E 6SW

Tel. 44.1.5282287
910000
Fax. 44.1.5282073

nx.

Tel.

44.1.2158159
936069
Fax. 44.1.9317194

nx.

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

DIW

J.MUELLER

Koningin Luise
Strasse 15
D-1000 BERLIN 31

Tel. 49.30.829910
Fax. 49.30.82991200

ETCO

W.VANDUK

RoomST603
POB 30000
NL-2500 GA DEN HAAG

Tel.

nx.

SCICON

S.CARTER

49 Berners Street
UK-LONDON WlP 4AQ

'Tlx.

scs

"1.

F. ARNOLD

Bonn Center
Am Bundeskanzlerplatz
D-5300 BONN 1

31-70.437096
33023

Tel.

44.1.5805599
24293
Fax. 44.1.5807716

Tel.

49.228.210064
889593
Fax. 49.228.210068

Tlx.

PARTICIPANTS OF USERS ORGANISATIONS
COMPANY

NAME

APDRESS

TEL/TLX/FAX

A.P.V.

P. DEL PUERTO

Nunez de Balboa 116
E-28006 MADRID

Tel.

34.1.4116718

C.NIELFA

Nunez de Balboa 116
E-28006 MADRID

Tel.

34.1.4116718

P.P. 'tHOEN

POB93093
NL-2509 AB DEN HAAG

TeL

Th.

31.70.497500
32.146

POB 93093
NL-2509 AB DEN HAAG

Th.

CIB/RCO

P.G.M. MAATHUIS

Tel

31.70.497500
32.146

J.L. NUISSL

POB 93093
NL-2509 AB DEN HAAG

nx.

DSC

J.BACHE

lndustriens Hus
H. Andersens Boulevard 18
DK-1553 COPENHAGEN

nx.

DIALCOM

J. CLEMENT-JONES

19 Stratford Place
UK-LONDON W1N 9AF

Tel 44.1.4933843
Fax. 44.1.4098056

EC
Committee
AMCHAM

B. AMORY

Avenue Louise 250
Bte 114
B-1050 BRUXELLES

Tel 32.2.6478565
Fax. 32.2.6475198

S.PONS

Avenue Louise 523
Boite 8
B-1050 BRUXELLES

Tel 32.2.2142889
Fax. 32.2.2143703

P.PROVOST

Chaussee de Wavre 1945
B-1160 BRUXELLES

Tel 32.2.6728181
Fax. 32.2.6722797

A.DOGTEROM

POB 1168
NL-1200 BD HILVERSUM

Tel

J. van EOMOND

POB32
NL-1200 JD HILVERSUM

G. LINDER

S-12625 STOCKHOLM

W.NOPPE

Rue des Drapiers 21
B-1050 BRUXELLES

ECfEL

Tel

31.70.497500
32146

Tel

45.1.152233
911.2217
Fax. 45.1.323281

31.35.871466
43894
Fax. 31.35.835820

nx.

Tel.

31.35.892852
43712
Fax. 31.35.892400

nx.

Tel 46.87.194802
Fax. 46.87.191936
Tel.

32.2.5102434
21078
Fax. 32.2.5125079

nx.

- r-

R.de RUITER

"""'-"vi.

EcruA

R. VOIPIO

E. HAUFF

R.KINSOEN

EEA

B. UNDERWOOD

POB32
NL-1200 JD HILVERSUM

Tel.

31.35.891865
43712
Fax. 31.35.892400

Th.

POB33
SF-02601 ESPOO

Tel.

Rue de Ia Loi 72
B-1040 BRUXELLES

Tel.

Avenue Nouvelle 126
B-1040 BRUXELLES
Leicester House
8 Leicester Street
UK-LONDON WC2H 7BN

358.0.5117365
125453
Fax. 358.0.5117502

Th.

32.2.2330367
21173
Fax. 32.2.2330353

Tlx.

Tel.

32.2.2119006
61511
Fax. 32.2.2187620

Th.

Tel.

44.1.4370678
263.536
Fax. 44.1.4343477

Tlx.

EEMA

L.HENDRIKS

POB30000
Tel. 31.70.434242
NL-2500 GA s'GRA VENHAGE Tlx. 31255
Fax. 31.70.432040

EUSIDIC

H.R. COLLIER

9a High Street
Caine
UK-WILTSHIRE SN1 OBS

Tel.

B. CULLEN

Clos du Verger 10
B-1301 BIERGES

Tel. 32.10.416833
Fax. 32.10.415273

A. FELLENDANS

POB760
NL-3000 DK ROTTERDAM

Tel 31.10.4644520
Fax. 31.10.4366103

I. RUTHERFORD

POB265
NL-1180 AG AMSTERDAM

Tel31.20.5471591
Fax.31.20.5471499

0. WIKSTROM

Corporate Machels
S-12625 STOCKHOLM

Tel. 46.87.193310
Fax. 46.87.191171

C.XUEREF

38 Cours Albert Ier
F-75008 PARIS

Tel.

X. DARMSTAEDTER

Rue de la Fusee 98
B-1130 BRUXELLES

Tel. 32.2.7205960
Fax. 32.2.2426841

M. HAMILL-STEWART · F-06610 LA GAUDE

Tel. 33.93.584934
Fax. 33.93.586868

A. SARICH

Tel 32.2. 7369715
Fax. 32.2.7369821

cc

IDEA

Avenue d'Auderghem 68
B-1040 BRUXELLES

44.249.816407

33.1.45623456
650770
Fax. 33.1.42.258663

nx.

Intern'l Press 0. ROBINSON
Telecom
Council
INTUG

RARE

Studio House
Hen and Chickens Court
184 Fleet Street
UK-LONDON EC4 2DU

Tel. 44.1.4052600
Fax. 44.1.4044527

E. ALLEN

AmexHouse
Edward Street
UK-BRIGHTON BN2 2LP

Tel.
Ext.

R. KILLICK

16 Copthorne Road
Croxley Green
Rickmansworth
UK-Herts WD3 4AE

Tel.

44.923.896056

D.F. STEPHENSON

Bywell House
St. Mary's Hill
South Ascot
UK-Berks SC5 9AP

Tel.

44.990.22973

K.NEGGERS

POB41882
NL-1009 DB AMSTERDAM

Tlx.

44.273.693555
6580
Tlx. 877.655
Fax. 44.273.571959

\...,-...,-

Tel.

31.20.5925078
10262
Fax. 31.20.5925155

)

REUTERS

A. CORNISH

85 Fleet Street
UK-LONDON EC4P 41J

Tel. 44.1.3247376
Fax. 44.1.3532576

SITA

R. BEBIE

Rue Ch. de Gaulle 112
F-75483 PARIS Cedex 10

Tel.

33.1.47385123
620520
Fax. 33.1.47471542

Tlx.

SPAG

M. GIBRIL

Avenue des Arts 1-2
B-1040 BRUXELLES

Tel. 32.2.2100811
Fax. 32.2.2100800

SWIFf

K.H. HADDENBROCK

Avenue E. Solvay 81
B-1310 LA HULPE

Tel.
Ext.
Tlx.
Fax.

C.W.HOZEE

Avenue E. Solvay 81
B-1310 La Hulpe

Tlx.

A.E.GANE

Leicester House
8 Leicester Street
UK-LONDON WC24 7B

Tel. 44.1.4370678
Ext. 240
Fax. 44.1.4376047

D.J.NORTON

GPTLtd
Vanwall Business Park
Vanwall Road
Maidenhead
UK-Berkshire SL6 4UN

Tel.
Ext.
Tlx.

TEMA

32.2.6563111
3170
26532
32.2.6563226

Tel.

32.2.6563400
26532
Fax. 32.2.6563226

44.628.23351
2153
848.119

- 'I"

UNICE

R.BdMER

81 Newgate Street

Tel.

44.1.3505100

UK-London
D. CLOQUET
l

Rue Joseph II, 40
B-1040 BRUXELLES

Tel. 32.2.2376511
Fax. 32.2.2311445

